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WHAT WILL WE CONSUME TOMORROW? HOW DOES
DIGITIZATION ALTER CONSUMPTION? WHO WILL NEED
MORE IN THE FUTURE? HOW DO WE SHAPE OUR OWN
PRODUCTS?
THE ARTIST SARAH ILLENBERGER CREATED THIS WORK, “TRENDY VEGGIES“

We’re often asked exactly what
part we play in tomorrow’s
pioneering products. It’s the
pioneering part.

Evonik is the creative industrial group from Germany. Our
experts draw on their wealth of ideas coupled with years
of experience and specialty chemicals know-how to develop
responsible solutions for tomorrow – from lightweight
construction to new display technologies. Creavis, our
strategic innovation unit, is a visionary driving force opening
up new opportunities for our customers. And happily also
for you. Visit the future at www.creavis.com.
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editorial

“Ethical and moral aspects are gaining in
importance for many consumers”
Dear readers,

Klaus Engel, Chairman of the Executive Board
of Evonik Industries AG

Against the background of greatly intensified global trade
flows, limited resources, and an unequal distribution of prosperity, the word “consumption” conjures up very different
associations. For some, it simply refers to daily food and drink;
for others, it means the acquisition of luxury goods. And for
still others, it means the pleasure of prowling through stores—
or browsing the Internet—on a search for bargains.
The associations are different, but they reveal several
common trends. In the world’s most populous countries, the
up-and-coming middle class is striving to join the consumer
culture of the West; meanwhile, satiated Western consumer societies are experiencing a countermovement that focuses on the
fulfillment of immaterial needs. This leads us to the question of
how to find the right balance. What do we really need in order
to lead a good and healthy life? And when does our consumption
become excessive?
Finding the right balance is crucial. That applies especially to consumption. Ethical and moral aspects are gaining in
importance for many consumers. People are asking about the
origins of the products they buy and declaring that they value
humane working conditions, sustainable production, and fair
trade. In other words, their requirements are growing, while at
the same time undergoing constant change.
Basically, consumption is a good and necessary part of our
lives—and Evonik is doing all it can to help make the consumer goods of the future even healthier, more environmentally
friendly, and more sustainable. That’s because the world’s population is growing by leaps and bounds, our natural resources
are limited, and digitization is finally making unlimited global
trade a reality. Only those who accept these changes will be able
to survive and participate in a global economy—and to help ensure that our consumption does not become a burden for future
generations.
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Sincerely yours,
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ORIGIN The Latin word “consumere”

means “to use up”

TYPICAL ASSOCIATIONS Consumer goods,

consumer spending, consumerism,
consumer society, consumer habits,
consumer choice
SYNONYMS Utilization, depletion
ANTONYMS Temperance, abstinence,
l imitation
USAGE
GENERAL: The consumption or use of

goods

ECONOMICS: The purchase of goods for

private consumption or use by
consumers (households)
OTHER: Sometimes trading companies
and cooperatives use “consume”
as part of their names, e.g. Coop in
Switzerland, Konsum in the GDR,
and Coop Konsum in Sweden
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people and values

Facts + Figures
3 questions for

Robert Kecskes
“It’s easier to travel
with little luggage”

1
upcycling

Turning Bike
Tires into Bags
Clothes often get thrown away after being
worn only a few times. Two thirds of people
in Germany throw away clothing because they
no longer like it, and 40 percent because it is
no longer fashionable. According to a survey
commissioned by Greenpeace, clothing has
the same status as disposable tableware. As a
result, mountains of waste textiles are joining
the mountains of plastic and scrap metal.
What can be done? Reuse the clothing without any loss in quality and, if possible, improve
the fabrics’ look! The Hamburg-based startup
Bridge&Tunnel, for example, uses old jeans to
give bags a fashionable patchwork look. Each
collection is created with a different base material. In doing so, Bridge&Tunnel conserves the
environment and employs socially disadvantaged people who are good with their hands
but have limited access to the labor market.
The pioneer among the “upcyclers” is a Swiss
company called Freitag. Since 1993 Freitag has

32

different products can be
ordered using Amazon’s Dash
Button, ranging from cat food to
shampoo. If, say, the dishwashing
powder is finished, you simply
press the Dash Button affixed to
the dishwasher and an app immediately forwards the order to
Amazon (As of October 2016)

been turning old truck tarpaulins, bicycle tires
and seat belts into bags. Every bag is unique,
thanks to one-of-a-kind patterns and colors as
well as minor faults and scratches.
By contrast, companies such as Ecoalf in the
USA completely renew the materials so that
they can offer entire collections of uniform
products. Since 2012 Ecoalf has been manufacturing clothing, sneakers, and bags from old
plastic and fishing nets, and the company also
recycles cotton and wool.
For many decades now, people in poor
regions around the world have been turning waste into works of art by using strong
materials, colors, and patterns. Old flip flops
are turned into colorful key fobs, for example,
empty beverage cans into model cars, and
colorful rice and cement bags into ornamental
bowls. Companies such as AfriEcoDesigns
sell these products in Europe, thus making the
materials come full circle.

According to
the market
research institute
GfK, event-based
consumption is increasing. Is “doing”
becoming more
important than
“having”?
Yes, although you
have to socially
enhance your actions
and give them meaning. Consumption
is good as long as
it’s fair and responsible—that’s what
makes it different
from the hedonistic
consumerism of the
previous decade.

2

Is ownership
becoming less
important?
If you own too many
things, it becomes
a burden. Young
people, in particular,
want to be flexible and not tied to
anything—neither
places nor things. It’s
easier to travel with
little luggage, and
that applies to life in

general. That’s why
access is becoming
more important than
ownership—for example, access to a car
when you need it.

3

What will
happen to status
symbols when
people don’t own
anything anymore?
People’s homes
will remain status
symbols. But status
is also expressed by
access. You see that
even among children.
In the past, everybody wanted a great
bike—the big issue
now is to know who
is best at using Instagram or Snapchat.
Robert Kecskes
heads Strategic Customer Development at
GfK. He taught at the
University of Cologne
for 12 years.

a lt e r n at i v e way s o f c o n s u m i n g

How will consumption change?

Lencke Steiner, Free
Democratic Party
Consumption will continue to be an expression of individualism and
freedom in the future.
I consider sustainable
consumption to be a
part of everyone’s right
of self-determination
and self-realization.

Paulo Adario,
Greenpeace
Forests are no longer
sacrificed for food—the
“no clearcutting” policy
is now taking effect.
Consumption is no
longer damaging our
health, the livelihoods
of many people, or the
reserves of fresh water.
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Michaela Rosenberger,
Chairwoman of the
Nahrung-Genuss-Gaststätten trade union
Consumption should be
sustainable, respectful,
and fairly distributed—
and not promote child
labor in Africa but rather
ensure good salaries in
Germany.

Rachel Botsman, author
and entrepreneur
Access—by means of
renting, borrowing
or sharing—will be
more important than
ownership. The technology for this already exist
but the key is trust—including that between
strangers.
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At 10 Corso Como in Milan, consumers can buy art and fashion
selected by the former head
of the Italian edition of Vogue
magazine, Carla Sozzani

figures

More
of Everything
Cell phone sales
(billions of units)
7

2
2004 2014
Expenditure on clothing
(billions of euros)
80

17

THE CURATED
CONSUMER

Photography: PR | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Consumers
want to have
help in making
the right selection. They are
overwhelmed
if they are
spoiled for
choice

80

percent of consumers
can imagine buying
items from a curated
selection, and one in two
have already done so
Source: Consumer survey
Zukunft des Handels (2014)

Variety can sometimes be confusing.
Supermarkets sell up
to 30,000 different
products. People
who are looking for
new ideas might
eventually give
up and simply buy
spaghetti with pesto.
This is a consequence
of “choice overload,”
says the US business
psychologist Sheena
Iyengar. In a variety
of tests, Iyengar has
found out that consumers are delighted
if they are offered a
wide range of choices, but they make
little use of it, even
if it would benefit
them. As a result, she
comes to the conclusion that customers
actually benefit from
smaller selections
and concrete recommendations.
The German grocery
store chain Kochhaus

5

reasons
for
“Less is more”

1

Fewer variants simplify
decision-making.

2

Preselections save time
and reduce shopping
distances.

3

Algorithms recognize
users’ tastes.

4

Complete ensembles
ensure everything fits
together.

5

Concept stores offer
special, non-mainstream
products.

has responded to this
finding by seeing
itself as a “walk-in
recipe book.” People
who go to one of the
Kochhaus stores find
18 recommended
recipes as well as all
of the required ingredients in the correct
amounts.
Companies like
Kochhaus are curators of consumption.
Like the curators of
museum exhibitions,
they select a few
items from the large
range of possible
options and combine
them in line with
the needs of specific
target groups or
customers. Virtual
shopping consultants
such as Zalon, Outfittery, and Modamoto
provide assistance to
unsure online consumers. The media
portal Blendle selects
products for maga-
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zine readers interested in social issues.
The algorithms from
Netflix, Spotify, and
Amazon try to offer
customers a manageable selection of new
products on the basis
of their preferences.
All of them take
their cue from Carla
Sozzani, who, after
her time as head of
the Italian edition of
Vogue, established
an art gallery and
book store in Milan
in 1990. Sozzani later
added a boutique for
fashion, jewelry, and
home accessories.
She promises that the
items she picks will
always be stylish.
Such boutiques,
which are referred to
as “concept stores,”
can now be found
in every big city.
Sozzani, for example,
has branches in Seoul
and Shanghai.

1970 2014
Sales of supermarket
items (thousands of units)
26

7
1984 2014
Meat consumption
(kg per capita and year)
60
30

1914 2014
Air passengers in
Germany (millions)
200

80
1990 2014
Credit cards in
Germany (millions)
36.2

15.8
1998 2014
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“We work hard
here—not simply
to survive, but to
have a better life”

9
people and values
portraits

SERVING A
NEW KIND OF
CONSUMER
Traveling, cooking, home appliances, music portals, and
coffee—there’s nothing that can’t be made just a little bit
better: more comfortable, more exciting, more functional
or more sustainable. Five stories of people whose ideas and
determination are changing all of our lives.

The Farmer
The Brazilian coffee
grower João Aparecido
Leite works hard. For
a better life. And for
better coffee.

Every day, people all
over the world drink
about 2.5 billion cups
of coffee. And they are
gradually realizing that
coffee should be produced sustainably and
traded fairly. The sales
figures for “fair trade”
coffee are increasing,

but they represent only
a fraction of total coffee
production. The world’s
leading coffee exporter
is Brazil, where almost
300,000 coffee growers cultivate this hotly
desired product. One of
them is João Aparecido
Leite. He works on a

coffee plantation near
Campestre, where the
focus is on cultivating
coffee under conditions
that are beneficial to
farmers and the soil.
That’s why a major
international food company is subsidizing this
small farm. Farmers like
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Leite know that if they
forgo monocultures and
the use of dangerous
pesticides, they have
to work even harder.
In the early morning,
Leite takes a bus to the
coffee plantation, then
works for eight hours,
sometimes in brutal

heat. When he comes
home in the evening,
he is exhausted and
longing to fall into bed.
But he’s also proud of
doing what he believes
is right.

10
people and values
portraits

The Gourmet
The Slow Food
apostle Carlo Petrini
has been advocating
better nutrition for 30
years—with success.
But he wants to do
even more: eliminating starvation.
In 1986 the McDonald’s fast food chain
opened a branch at
the foot of the beautiful Spanish Steps in
Rome. Carlo Petrini,
a lover of good food,
experienced this as
a shot through the
heart. He launched
the Slow Food movement—a network
that calls on people
to pay more attention
to the food they eat.
Slow Food has been
growing ever since
it was founded, and
today it has more than
100,000 members in
170 countries.
Petrini is concerned
about every aspect of
food, ranging from
cultivation to processing, sales, preparation, and consumption. If you see the
Slow Food logo, a red
snail, on the door of a
restaurant, you know
that the owners value
ingredients from the
local region, sustainability—and delicious
taste. But the Slow
Food movement
wants even more: to
preserve biological
and cultural diversity,
promote fair trade,
and find answers to
the question of how to
feed a rapidly growing global population.
Incidentally, the McDonald’s at the foot
of the Spanish Steps
still exists. But who
travels to Rome to eat
hamburgers?
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“Every person on
this planet should
have the same right
to good, clean, and
fair food”

“My job as a tour
guide is also to build
a bridge and act as
an intermediary
between cultures”

The Tour Guide
Wendy Wehrle-Lu
was born in the harbor
city of Tainan. Today
she lives in Munich,
from where she works
as a guide showing
Chinese tourists the
beauties of Bavaria and
the rest of Europe—
when she has the time.

Wendy Lu came to
Germany 20 years
ago. When she was a
student learning about
German language and
literature, she started
to do the work she still
enjoys today: showing groups of Chinese
tourists the highlights
of Munich, Bavaria, and
the rest of Europe. She
used to do this for a ma-

jor German company,
but today she has her
own company, Wendy
Tours Munich. A lot
has changed over the
years, she says: “More
and more Chinese are
visiting Europe, and
nowadays they know
a lot more about their
travel destination.” But
they certainly don’t
know everything.

That’s why she tries
to deepen her guests’
knowledge of European
history and culture by
telling them amusing
anecdotes. “Most of all,
my customers enjoy my
stories about kings like
Ludwig II,” she says.
King Ludwig’s Neu
schwanstein Castle is
still one of the top hits
for visitors from China.
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In addition to spectacular architecture, the
Chinese are primarily
interested in shopping.
German luggage, Swiss
watches, and Paris
perfumes are much
cheaper here than in
their home country.
Wehrle-Lu admits that
one thing makes her
sad about her dream
job: The tours are

always much too short.
Because most Chinese
get very little vacation
time, they seldom
spend more than a day
in any one location.
“That’s not enough time
to really get to know a
place,” she says.“

Photography: Markus Burke
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James Dyson’s
inventions have changed
our concept of home
appliances once and
for all—but his biggest
innovation may still lie
ahead.

When the British
inventor James Dyson
presents a new fan, it’s
not just a lot of hot air.
He’s always striving for
perfection, whether
it’s his Supersonic hair
dryer, which has just
been launched on the
market, or his Airblade
hand dryer, which dries

wet hands in seconds.
Dyson’s dissatisfaction with the existing
product range was the
incentive for his first
major invention, which
made him famous—and
very, very rich: the
Dyson DC01. This was
not simply a vacuum
cleaner—it was a rev-

olution. It didn’t need
a dust bag and looked
like something out of
a science fiction film.
Dyson was celebrated
as a visionary. But, like
many of his predecessors, he initially had
to struggle for years
against his contemporaries’ lack of imagina-

tion. No manufacturer
wanted to collaborate
with him. Today Forbes
estimates Dyson’s
fortune to be about
$4.8 billion, and his
innovative streak continues unabated. Dyson,
who is now 69, plans to
invent 100 new products by 2020. One of

his flagship projects is
a new extra-high-performance rechargeable
battery technology.
The planned investment
volume is $1.4 billion.
That sounds like yet
another revolution.

“They say it
takes years to
become famous
overnight. I’m the
living proof
of that”
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The Inventor
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The Music
Man
Ever since Spotify
was launched, millions
of people have once
again been willing
to pay for songs and
albums. The brains
behind this company
belong to the Swedish
entrepreneur Daniel
Ek.
Stockholm is the Silicon Valley of Europe;
almost one out of
every five employees
in this city works in
the technology sector.
One of the local
heroes is Daniel Ek,
the CEO of Spotify,
who founded his first
company when he was
14 and five years later
sold it for so much
money that he would
never have had to
work again.
He followed this up
by founding several
failed companies, but
then he had a vision:
making all the music
in the world accessible at any time and
on any device—conveniently and, above
all, legally. In 2006
he convinced his
first investors. Ten
years later, about 100
million people are
using his streaming
service, Spotify. In
addition to the huge
selection of about 30
million songs, users
also appreciate the
individual playlists
that are put together
by algorithms based
on the user’s previous
listening history. Ek,
who is now 33, is
unfazed by complaints
that musicians don’t
earn enough from the
streaming. He doesn’t
worry about competitors either. When
Apple Music was
launched last year,
Ek’s casual comment
on Twitter was “Oh,
OK.”
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“The main
reason people
pay for Spotify is
portability. They
say, ‘I always want
to have my music
with me’”

14
menschen und werte
titelgeschichte

Enough
for a few
extras
Middle consumer
type
Having food and a roof
over her head is not
her problem. She has
everything she needs
for a good life and
can indulge her own
wishes. She buys trendy
clothes, wears jewelry,
makes calls on her
smartphone, and travels
often. She is happy and
usually in a good mood.
The research conducted by Nobel Laureate
Angus Deaton has revealed that consumers
in this category have an
annual income of about
$75,000. They can
be found primarily in
prosperous countries.
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THE (UN)HAPPY
CONSUMER
Around the globe, people are consuming ever more products and services. But is this making
them happier? And can research even answer this question? The economist Angus Deaton
has addressed these questions—and his research won him the Nobel Prize in 2015

The phone call came at 6:10 on a
Monday morning. In his house in
the college town of Princeton, New
Jersey, Professor Angus Deaton was just
getting dressed. He had not yet put on his
trademark, a bow tie. At that moment, his
peaceful life came to an end. His wife Anne
gave him the receiver, and the voice at the
other end told him, “You have been awarded
the Nobel Prize in economics”—the greatest
possible honor for an economist.

No formula for consumption

Milestones
of Consumption
Fotos: xxxxx | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Photography: shutterstock | Illustration: Hanoch Piven

Two months later, at the Nobel Prize ceremony in December 2015, Deaton was asked
what the prize money of $1 million meant to
him. Deaton was born in Edinburgh a few
months after the end of World War II, the
son of a miner and a housewife. He grew up

I consume, therefore I am:
People have always defined themselves through
what they eat, drink,
wear, and drive.

The Nobel Prize committee’s rationale for granting the award to Angus Deaton

In an interview after the ceremony, Deaton
revealed what really makes him happy: his
wife, his two children, his work, going fishing, and operas.
How much money do we need in order to
be satisfied? What do our consumption patterns reveal about us? How can we distribute
prosperity more effectively throughout the
world? These are the central questions Deaton has been dealing with as an economist
for the last 40 years. “In order to design an
economic policy that promotes prosperity
and reduces poverty, we first need to understand individual consumer decisions”—
this was one of the Nobel Prize Committee’s
reasons for selecting Deaton. In his work,
Deaton, who originally wanted to become a
mathematician, blends economics and psychology. For his achievements, he was

5000 BC

4000 BC

600

1000

Wine
About 240 million
hectoliters of wine are
consumed annually today. Winegrowing originated in the regions
now known as Georgia
and Iraq, where the first
grapevines were planted about 5000 BC.

Jewelry
In India, diamonds
were used as talismans.
In earlier times, jewelry
was primarily
made from
shells,
teeth, and
bone.

Porcelain
China was the first
country in which porcelain was produced. In
many English-speaking
countries, porcelain
is still called
china.

Paper money
In the Chinese city of
Chengdu people could
already make payments
with paper money. In
Europe, this was not
possible until the late
15th century.

in poverty. Now he calmly replied that he
was planning to retire—an answer that was
consistent with his own research findings:
that for poor people money is a crucial prerequisite for happiness. By contrast, people
who have enough money do not necessarily become happier when they get richer.

“In order to reduce
poverty, you have to
understand individual consumption
decisions”
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“Consumption
expenditure is a
better indicator
than earnings”
Angus Deaton, Nobel Prize winner in economics

knighted by Queen Elizabeth II in June
2016. This researcher of consumption now
bears the title “Sir Angus Deaton.” But in
spite of his elevated status, he is not proposing any ultimate formulas that explain the
interaction between income, consumption,
and a sense of well-being. That’s because he
believes there is no ultimate formula. The
measuring methods are too imprecise, economic figures are too general, and the information provided by individuals is too biased. Deaton, who is now 71, has developed
not just one theory but many. In all of his
writings he always focuses on comprehensibility and clear communication. After all,
what good are scientific findings if they are
only communicated to other researchers?

Consumption as a secular religion

For a long time, earnings and gross domestic
product were regarded as crucial economic yardsticks. But Deaton began early on to
concentrate on individual consumption.
“Consumption expenditure is a more informative indicator of an individual’s standard of living than his or her earnings,” he
says. He also thinks it’s more informative
than the gross domestic product. “When
crime increases, we spend more money on
prisons—and the gross domestic product
increases,” Deaton scoffs. But having more
prisons doesn’t make a society richer or
more contented. Consumption has become a
secular religion for many people—at least for
those who can afford it. In Germany alone,
per minute 150,000 cigarettes are smoked,

140,000 cups of coffee are drunk, 2,000
kebabs are eaten, and €18,000 is spent on
books. In Germany, McDonald’s sales add
up to almost €6,000 per minute. Since 2006,
the proportion of households that have a
flatscreen TV has increased from 5 to 81 percent. The average German owns about 10,000
items; a UK citizen owns clothes worth
€4,500. In the USA, 8 percent of the population suffer from oniomania, also known
as compulsive buying disorder. Around the
world, 170 million tons of sugar are consumed annually. An average European eats
31 kilograms of pork per year. And 1.3 billion tons of food are thrown away worldwide
every year. “More is more” for an increasing
number of people. The big national economies are steadily growing. But are people
becoming happier? In his book The Great Escape, Angus Deaton, who is known as an optimist, concludes that nowadays people live
longer, healthier, and more democratic lives
and are richer and better-educated. “Life is
better now than at almost any time in history,” he writes.

Does smiling make people happy?

Is it individual consumption that makes us
happy? Some observations seem to contradict that theory. For example, Deaton refers
to the Gallup World Poll, which investigates
not only how respondents evaluate themselves but also how many positive experiences they have—for example, how often
they smile, enjoy themselves, and feel respected. According to this poll, Danes and
Italians feel less contentment than people
in Bangladesh and Nepal. But other surveys
have arrived at contrary conclusions. Deaton explains these contradictions as follows:
“Some people who live in desperate circumstances come to believe that life has nothing
more to offer, and this leads them to conclude that they are contented. Other people
are so accustomed to their prosperity that
abstaining from even a trivial luxury makes

them unhappy.” Cultural differences are
a further explanation for some surprising
results. “Americans use the word ‘happy’
more often than the French say ‘heureux’,
and East Asians seem to be especially unwilling to call themselves contented,” says
Deaton.
He adds that the way people describe
their own status depends on several factors,
none of which is decisive in itself. Deaton
believes that more consumption definitely makes people happier—but only up to a
certain point. Above an annual income of
$75,000, everyday satisfaction no longer increases in step with a growing salary. That
was the conclusion of a study Deaton published in 2010, which he had conducted together with the winner of the 2002 Nobel
Prize in economics, the psychologist Daniel
Kahneman. This study has been frequently
quoted, and it has had concrete consequences. The US entrepreneur Dan Price, CEO of
the payment service Gravity Payments, introduced a minimum salary at this level for
his 120 employees.
Deaton came to a similar conclusion concerning the link between wealth and nutrition. Increasing income increases the calorie
intake of poor families, but not of prosperous
families. This finding provided an academic basis for the platitude “You are what you
eat.” But Deaton is aware of the gaps in his
scientific approach. “If we could buy health
in stores the same way we buy tuna or iPads,
we could say what consumers spend on their
health,” he says.

Spending and saving

In any case, Deaton’s research has led him
to conclude that the consumption of people
in poor countries must be boosted. And he
has a surprising recipe for doing so: ending the kind of development assistance that
has been provided for decades. He criticizes it as being too inefficient, too unplanned,
too much of an alibi, and calls instead

1672

1764

1766

Fashion magazines
The first magazine for
ladies’ fashion was published in France under
the name Mercure
Galant. Gentlemen had
to be patient: Gentleman’s Magazine did not
appear on the market
until 1731.

Spinning machines
James Hargreaves invented
the “Spinning Jenny”—and
mass production made clothing
affordable.

Auctions
James Christie conducted his first auction. His
company, Christie’s,
is now celebrating its
250th anniversary. Its
annual sales amount to
about €7.4 billion.
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Not enough
to live on
Poor
consumer type
He worries about
whether he and his
family will have enough
to eat. As far as he is
concerned, “consuming too many calories”
is a luxury problem
for people who live
far away, because he
doesn’t have enough. If
he finds another job, his
wages will already be
used up in mid-month.
In his poor home, there
are power cuts and
sometimes there is no
running water. Even
though he smiles because the sun is shining
or because this is the
only life he knows, he
is unhappy. Consumers
in this category are
primarily found in Latin
America, Africa, and
Asia.

1825

1855

1886

1887

Railroads
England celebrated the
inaugural journey of
the Stockton and Darlington Railway. It was
the first railroad that
transported passengers
as well as goods.

Advertising
The first hundred advertising columns were
set up in Berlin. Columns are still one of the
most popular advertising media in Germany.
About 50,000 of them
are still in use.

Automobiles
This was the birth year
of the modern automobile with a combustion
engine: Carl Benz registered a patent for his
Benz Patent Motorcar
Number 1.

Gramophones
Emile Berliner presented the first gramophone. Its advantage
over Edison’s phonograph was that it used
relatively affordable
shellac records instead
of unwieldy cylinders
to produce sound.
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“Life is better now
than at almost any
time in history”
Angus Deaton, Nobel Prize laureate

for structural investments. “In order to
adopt the production methods of wealthy
countries, poor countries need the production infrastructure of the wealthy countries,” he says. In concrete terms, that means
there’s a need for capable governments, a
functioning taxation system, and protection
of property rights.
But Deaton also has useful policy recommendations for wealthy countries. As early
as the 1970s, he had developed the “Almost
Ideal Demand System”—a demand system
that can be used to gauge how citizens react
to political measures such as tax hikes. Financial policy experts should pay attention
to this idea, because if a tax increase leads
to a drastic reduction of consumption, there
will ultimately be less, not more, money
flowing into the public treasury.
When are we willing to spend
our money? And
when do we prefer
to save it? Deaton
explains that today US citizens are
saving a smaller proportion
of their income than they did 30
years ago. “In order to take out a loan
for a house, a car or a washing machine,
you now need less money to start with.
Moreover, because of the social security
system people can afford to save less of their
income in private savings accounts.” Deaton
concludes that people’s savings behavior is
less dependent on interest rates than was
previously believed. In 1989 he was able to
demonstrate that an individual’s consumer spending remains stable even when his

1892

1930

1940

1977

1979

Soft drinks
The pharmacy
wholesaler Asa Riggs
Candler founded the
Coca-Cola Company
after buying the recipe
for Coca-Cola for
$2,300. In 2015 the
company’s annual sales
were $4.29 billion.

Supermarkets
Michael J. Cullen
opened a grocery store
in a former garage in
Jamaica, Queens in
New York. The store,
called King Cullen, was
history’s first supermarket.

Fast food
The first McDonald’s
restaurant opened in
California, marking the
start of the fast-food
era. The first
McDonald’s
branch in
Europe opened
in Amsterdam
in 1971.

Movies
The first Star Wars film
opened in movie theaters and soon became
a mega-hit. The era of
the global
blockbuster was
launched.

Music
Sony launched the first
Walkman on the market. Five
years later it was
followed
by the
Discman.
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or her income fluctuates. By means of this
finding, which is known as the “Deaton
paradox,” he refuted a hypothesis of Milton
Friedman that had dominated economic
theory for decades—namely, that the consumption decisions of private households
depend on the income they expect to receive
over the long term. People are simply creatures of habit. Although this sounds almost
like a cliché, Deaton’s approach was revolutionary. He researched the microeconomic
behavior of households instead of relying on
average figures or total amounts. If money
makes people happy only to a limited extent, what other factors contribute to a sense
of well-being? Deaton found out that in the
USA the overall development of the stock
market often has a greater impact on people’s sense of well-being than does their individual income—even though most Americans don’t own any stocks. The term he
uses to describe sensational media reports’
negative effects on people’s self-perception
is “cognitive bubbles.”

Living in
luxury and
abundance
Rich consumer type
He doesn’t buy plane
tickets, he buys planes.
He dines in restaurants
with astronomical
prices, where he’s sure
not to meet any normal
people. Consumers in
this category can be
found in every country,
even in those where
most of the population
lives in extreme poverty. The research of
Nobel Laureate Angus
Deaton has shown that
none of this makes him
any happier. Above
an annual income of
$75,000, additional
income increases luxury
but not the individual’s
sense of well-being.

Photography: laif, alamy (4), PR | Illustration: Hanoch Piven

Smartphones instead of
sports cars
But other influencing factors, which are
independent of overall economic development, also play a role. Technical progress
is often accompanied by progress in consumption. Vehicles, home appliances, and
game consoles are becoming ever smarter.
The first-generation iPhones, which were
introduced in 2007, were luxury goods; today these digital devices are mass-produced
and are standard equipment for everyone,
not just the wealthy. Product ranges are
expanding, and consumption is becoming
more accessible for many people, partly via
online shops.
However, Deaton points out that technical progress doesn’t automatically lead to
more consumption. One example of that is
non-iron T-shirts, which have led to fewer
ironing boards, fewer irons, and lower elec-

Angus Deaton, Nobel Laureate in economics,
grew up in poverty

tricity consumption. Values are also changing. The most important status symbols used
to be cars, but today they are electronic devices such as smartphones, which use considerably less energy. They also make people
accessible around the clock. That can be useful—for example, if you need to tell someone
he has won the Nobel Prize.
Lukas Hermsmeier enjoys spending
his money in restaurants and cafés,
even though food is expensive in New
York, where he has been a freelance
journalist for the past two years

1986

1994

2007

2016

3D printers
Chuck Hall registered a
patent for a 3D printing
technology. Today the
triumphal march of
these devices in private
households is just
beginning.

Online shopping
Jeff Bezos (left)
launched Amazon.com
in the USA. Originally
a bookseller, the company quickly developed
into a global player
with an annual turnover
of more than $100
billion.

Smartphones
By creating the first
iPhone, Apple made the
smartphone the new
must-have. In 2010,
the first iPad powered
the triumphal march of
the tablets.

Virtual reality glasses
VR glasses are among
the most popular products in the tech sector.
Suppliers ranging from
Oculus to Google and
Sony launched new
models on the market.
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Is too much consumption harmful?
The author Dirk Maxeiner disagrees.

Everything Used
to Be Worse

“We have only borrowed the world from our children” is a favorite saying of critics of growth and
consumption. The implication is that if you’ve borrowed something you should return it as unchanged as
possible. However, be honest: Who would like to take back the world as it was 150 years ago? Without
penicillin, refrigerators, flush toilets, and Facebook? Nobody. Actually, a single word—“dentistry”—
would be response enough.
Nonetheless, today criticism of growth is more
popular than ever before. A book by the economist Niko Paech with the euphemistic title Befreiung vom Überfluss (Liberation from Excess) was on the
bestseller list for months. In this book, the author imagines a world with a “post-growth economy,” in which
barter has been reinstated and people repair old products
instead of producing new ones. “There’s no alternative to
lifestyles that are more frugal and more settled,” says the
author. “I don’t believe in technical progress.”
But nature relies on a different route to success: evolution—in other words, permanent change. In the course
of our planet’s history, forests have repeatedly expanded
or contracted, and 98 percent of all the species that ever
existed had become extinct before human beings first
appeared. If nature had decided to become sustainable
during the age of dinosaurs, today the dinosaurs would
still dominate the planet (and human beings would never have had a chance).
The crises during which human beings approached
the limits of growth have so far always been solved
through transformation, human inventiveness, and
the innovative use of technology. Nonetheless, many
people believe that if the existing resources are evenly
distributed and if our consumption of them is reduced,
everything will turn out all right. But resources are either limited or they aren’t. Crude oil can’t be burned indefinitely. Setting limits is not enough; the margins also
have to be expanded. At some point, old resources will
become unnecessary and new ones, which we may not
even be aware of yet, will come into play.

“Innovation saves
human
lives and
the environment”

Life expectancy has greatly increased

Sustainability and prosperity are not incompatible;
they make each other possible. Those who really want
to bring about a good life for everyone must, above all,
ensure that sufficient numbers of creative, productive,
and inquiring young people are growing up. Well-qualified scientists and engineers are being urgently sought
after, because the most important and absolutely indispensable sustainable basic resource is our pool of rational
human beings. To put it more graphically, we should not

be spending more money on solar cells for school roofs
than on the teachers and pupils inside.
Today our economy is looking for the natural resource
“brainpower” as eagerly as it used to search for oil and other minerals. Smart people who leave a country because of
its lack of a knowledge culture or—worse yet—who have
not been discovered or supported are a bitter loss for a national economy. A country that stops learning will go under. And that will be the end of the search for sustainability. If you miss the sustainability train now, you won’t be
able to jump on later.
Ranga Yogeshwar, the son of an Indian scientist and an
art historian from Luxembourg, is the host of popular science broadcasts on German television. “A country that is
poor in material terms knows that its biggest opportunity
lies in education,” he says. “Besides, intellectual achievements have always been highly valued in India. That goes
all the way back to Gandhi.” Yogeshwar recalls that in the
past, when he returned to Germany from cities such as
Seoul or New Delhi he always had the feeling he was coming back from the hinterlands. “Today I have precisely the
opposite feeling,” he adds.
Many hundreds of millions of people are only waiting
to gain access to education and information. In the upand-coming countries in the south and the east, progress,
science, and technology are regarded as positive attributes
of a society and as things that are worth striving for. The
people in these countries are beginning to take the future
by storm through their innovativeness, creativity, and
motivation.
It would certainly be a positive development in Europe
as well if more young people would question the widespread notion that the history of science and industrialization is a story of decline. In spite of the dramatic increase in
prosperity and a doubling of human life expectancy since
the 19th century, many people believe that technology and
science are no longer the solution but rather the cause of
many problems. This is a collective error, because many
indicators, including life expectancy, infant mortality,
literacy, per capita calorie consumption, and average income, look much better today than they did 25, 50 or 100
years ago.
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Flourishing brains
Our author’s thesis is that as long
as creativity is growing, everything
else should be allowed to grow
too. New solutions that we may
not even be aware of yet will be
discovered

The US science journalist Gregg Easterbrook calls this
attitude the “paradox of progress.” The more science
and technology are making our lives easier and longer,
the more our mistrust of them grows. People who praise
technology and advocate progress are often criticized
for paying homage to a naïve belief in progress and falling prey to an uncritical faith in technology. And many
people dismiss biotechnologists, nuclear physicists, and
pharmaceutical researchers as sorcerers’ apprentices.

Illustrations: Henrik Abrahams, C3 Visual Lab

Human beings are problem-solvers

But the principle of prudence has two sides, even though
only one side is generally noticed. Of course we have to
keep in mind the risks involved in using a technology
or a substance. But not using them also harbors a risk.
Both options must be carefully weighed against each
other. How many millions of people would die of famines without modern pesticides because entire harvests
would be destroyed by pests? How many people would
die an early death without the products of the pharmaceutical industry?
Scientific and technological progress is not only economically desirable but also ethically justified. From
drugs that combat malaria or AIDS to technologies for
purifying drinking water in developing countries, and
from smart materials to more efficient production plants
and means of transportation, innovation saves human
lives and helps to preserve the environment. People
escape from poverty as soon as they have the opportunity to gain knowledge and earn enough to cover more
than their daily needs. Misanthropes turn this insight

Dirk Maxeiner is the
author of successful
nonfiction books that
critically confront world
redeemers and prophets
of doom, including Alles
grün und gut? (with Michael Miersch) and Hurra, wir retten die Welt!
He is an editor in the
publishing network Die
Achse des Guten (Axis
of Good) and the Editor
in Chief of the magazine
Neugier (Curiosity)

upside down if they declare that progress is part of the
problem. They look at human beings from only one
perspective, as destroyers and consumers rather than
as creative problem-solvers. In its initial phase, rapid
industrialization worsens many environmental indicators. European cities and rivers became smelly sewers,
similarly to what is still happening today in many developing countries. However, historical experience has
taught us that after environmental pollution initially
increases rapidly together with growing prosperity, it
ultimately reaches its apex and then decreases just as
quickly because of the measures initiated to protect
the environment—in spite of the continuing increase of
prosperity.
All of today’s industrialized nations have gone
through such a development. There’s just one difference
between them: The later a country becomes industrialized, the sooner it seems to pass the apex of pollution. It
took London 100 years to do that, but it may take Shanghai only 25 years. Asian cities such as Tokyo, Seoul, and
Singapore have already set an example.
The earth is huge, and it’s not regarded in the same
way everywhere. Those who want to survive in the
competition between countries and worldviews must
review and adjust their own convictions again and
again. Albert Einstein once said, “If you want to become a real scientist, spend at least a half hour every
day thinking something that is contrary to what your
colleagues are thinking.” Conformity in thinking causes us to stagnate—for example, in our views regarding a
society based on growth and consumption.
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Trade
Routes

Consumption has many facets. In this series, we show you four
of them, ranging from a street trader in Georgia to a glamorous
shopping mall in Dubai
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries
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In the center of Tbilisi, a farmer sells his potatoes from the trunk of his car. This is an everyday scene in
the capital of Georgia. About 50 percent of all Georgians work in the agricultural sector, and most of
them cultivate small parcels of land. They produce food for their own use, and what they don’t consume
they barter or sell—in markets, under bridges or from their cars
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It’s the busy season at the Amazon logistics center in Peterborough in eastern England. The center is
about as big as seven soccer fields. Over 1,000 people are permanently employed here, and in the run-up
to Christmas they are assisted by an army of temporary workers. Logistics centers are the heart of the
company. Everything has to run smoothly here in order to guarantee short delivery times
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries
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At this market in Ghana, you can buy just about anything, from cooking pots to live animals. The market
is c olorful, chaotic, and noisy. Women carry their purchases on their heads, and 20 kilos or more are no
problem. Of course that’s not as easy as it looks, but in Ghana girls learn this art at an early age. One of the
tricks is to wind your headscarf correctly so that your basin is properly balanced
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A popular photo motif is the camel statues in the Arabian Court of the Dubai Mall, a shopping mall of superlatives. Its sales area of 350,000 square meters makes it one of the world’s biggest malls, and its 1,200 shops
ranging from Armani to Zara make it one of the most luxurious. Its three-story-high aquarium has even
been listed in the Guinness World Records. Its front panel is 11 meters high and 75 centimeters thick
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Treehouses make ideal
refuges—and not only
for kids, as the Mirror
Cube (8 m2) proves.
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Consumer goods such
as smartphones and
soft drinks vary in price
according to where they
are purchased. We have
compared the prices of a
basket of consumer goods
in six major cities around
the world and found
some surprising differences. For example, an
iPhone 6 with 16 GB costs
$333 more in crisis-hit
Brazil than in the United
States.
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Facts + Figures

Netherlands
Here the trend is
for houseboats. The
Freefloating Ecolodge
(13 m2) offers great views
both inside and out.

2 l of Coca-Cola
Sources: Deutsche Bank Markets Research/
www.expatistan.com / Apple Website
As of:
May 2016

All prices in US dollars.

no salespeople

General Store
Reloaded
“Big supermarkets will
be gone in 15 years,”
claims the Swedish IT
professional Robert
Ilijason, who has set up
the first smartphone
supermarket. In his
Näraffär store in Viken,
Sweden, customers
use their smartphones
to make purchases
around the clock. Not
having cash registers or
cashiers saves money,

but Ilijason still needs
personnel, of course,
because shelves need
to be stocked and
the stores cleaned.
“Cleaning robots are
still not up to the job,”
says Ilijason. However,
he’s convinced that it’s
only a matter of time before they are introduced.
He’s also certain that
nobody will need large
supermarkets anymore

Robert
Ilijason
in his
minimarket
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once robots and drones
begin to deliver our
groceries. He opened
his “General Store 2.0”
in order to “prove that it
works.” The pilot store
will soon be followed by
others, as Ilijason plans
to open at least 20 shops
by the end of next year.
But will these stores
not become superfluous as well? “No,” he
says. “There are items
that people want to
have right away without
having to order them in
advance—things like ice
cream and coffee.”

USA
The 6 m2 OTIS is ideal
for modern nomads—
people who don’t want
to commit themselves
and who feel at home
everywhere.

(No) Room Here!
More examples of stylish living in little space
can be found in Winzig
by Sandra Leitte (DVA,
€29.99).
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3 questions for

Martin Lindstrom
“I work like
a detective”

1

What’s the
difference between big data and
small data?
The term “big data”
refers to quantifiable facts, whereas
“small data” refers to
emotionally charged
facts. In other words,
when we collect big
data, we’re looking for correlations
between billions of
facts—and this enterprise works only
if we start out with
a hypothesis. Small
data are based on
observations of daily
life. The hypotheses
I’ve just mentioned
are derived from such
observations.

2

How would you
describe your
method of operation?
I work like a detective. In both cases,
I have to listen
carefully, look for
a hypothesis, and
identify it in order to
arrive at a solution.

Photography: PR (4), TT NYHETSBYRÅ/picture alliance, SiliconValleyStock/alamy | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

3

What does that
look like in
practice?
For example, we
once were asked to
revitalize a Russian vodka brand.
This was not easy,
because Russian men
have been drinking
vodka the same way

for 100 years, and
studies showed they
were not interested in making any
changes. In Siberia I
had met a man in his
40s who offered me
a Russian cognac and
carried out the typical
cognac ritual, which
consists of smelling
it, taking small sips,
and really savoring
it. That gave me an
idea. We relocated
the production facility to Finland, where
vodka is enjoyed in
a similar way. The
strategy worked,
because many
Russians regard the
Finns as role models
and were therefore
willing to savor their
vodka slowly instead
of simply tossing it
down. Today this is
one of the world’s
most popular vodka
brands.

Martin Lindstrom
is a brand-building
expert from Denmark
who is referred to as
the “Sherlock Holmes
of marketing.” In his
book Small Data (St.
Martin’s Press), he
reveals, among other
things, what a worn-out
sneaker has to do with
the turnaround at Lego.

20

percent of Internet users break
off their search if it takes half a
second longer than normal to
load the results, according to
an experiment conducted by
Google

After experimenting with
pop-up stores
for several
years, Amazon
is now rolling
them out on a
large scale.

AMAZON GETS
TANGIBLE

More and
more online
retailers
are opening
offline stores.
Amazon is
taking the
lead here,
but smaller
companies
are following
suit. What’s
behind this
trend?

When Amazon
opened its first
book shop in
Seattle in the fall
of 2015, many people asked whether
this was merely a
marketing ploy or
if the aim was to
displace established
retailers. The online
giant remained silent
and started to open
more stores. That’s
also an answer of
sorts.
Amazon now plans
to create more than
100 pop-up stores
throughout the
USA. The company
is opening up new
mini-shops every
week to sell its products. What’s more,
Amazon recently announced that it plans
to establish its own
supermarkets. That
does indeed sound
like an attempt to
drive its competitors
from the market.
A good database
Amazon has a big
advantage over its
competitors, says
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Markus Fost, an
e-commerce expert
at FOSTEC Commerce Consultants.
“They have a perfect
database and know
where it’s profitable
to create a store and
which products they
should sell there,” he
says. Fost therefore
thinks Amazon might
be successful with its
offline strategies.

Test lab
Other online retailers, including the
online fashion giant
Zalando, are also
trying out bricksand-mortar. Mister
Spex, which claims to
be Europe’s leading
online optician, is
playing a pioneering
role here. In February
2016, the company
opened its first flagship store in Berlin.
“We’re bringing the
advantages of online
commerce to the
offline world,” says
Katharina Berlet,
Head of Corporate
Communications.
Among other things,

this means that the
range of products at
Mister Spex is different from that of other
opticians. Instead of
focusing on brands,
it is organized on
the basis of shapes,
as explained on the
company’s website.
Customers have responded positively to
the concept, turning
the former “test lab”
into a model for other
shops. “The creation
of additional stores
is an option that we
are studying,” says
Berlet.

Back to reality
“Online goes offline”
is more than a shortlived trend, because
it fulfills the actual
needs of consumers.
In a recent German study (“Wie
kauft Deutschland
übermorgen ein?”),
77 percent of the
respondents said that
real-life experiences
will become more
important the more
time we spend in
virtual environments.
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Jack Ma’s appearance has hardly
changed in years—
and he doesn’t care
about appearances
anyway

Jack Ma is one of the world’s most
successful Internet businessmen,
despite knowing nothing about
technology. His role models are
Forrest Gump and Laozi. These days
he’s trying to save globalization
from nationalist demagogues

“Intelligent people
need someone dumb
to lead them”
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries
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Jack Ma has a very special relationship with
Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC). Back when he
was finishing up his university studies, he applied for a job at KFC, but was rejected. The company
said he was unsuitable. Twenty years have passed since
then and today Ma owns several billion euros worth of
stock—including KFC shares. In September, the financial
arm of Ma’s business empire went into action after KFC’s
American parent company, Yum Brands, decided to sell
the fast-food chain’s Chinese operations.
The acquisition has nothing to do with revenge. Instead, it’s a strategic move, as Ma plans to introduce his
Alipay mobile payment system at KFC outlets, which will
immediately give Alipay 7,000 new sites where the system can be used. Ma’s companies control an ever-greater
percentage of payment flows in China. Ma himself is best
known as the founder of the world’s biggest online retail platform, Alibaba. His ambitions extend far beyond
Internet sales, however, as he wishes to change the way
people do business around the world.

Biggest IPO in
history: Jack Ma at
the New York Stock
Exchange

Photography: Chad Ingraham/Redux/laif, Todd Heisler/The New York Times//Redux/laif, Bloomberg/Getty Images

530 million customers

It’s no coincidence that Ma, 52, has been so hugely successful. Over the years, he has simply displayed more energy, curiosity, and courage than most other people. He
has consistently avoided convention and demonstrated a
keen ability to anticipate trends. In 1995, for example, Ma
established an Internet company in Hangzhou, China, at
a time when the city wasn’t even connected to the Web.
Ma’s ability to think outside the box may have something to do with his two role models—the movie character Forrest Gump and the legendary Chinese philosopher
Laozi. Each in his own way challenges the world to free
itself of conventions. Ma used to quote Forrest Gump so
often when he was in the USA that someone once said to
him: “You do know that Forrest Gump isn’t real, don’t
you?” Ma knows this, of course—he’s seen the movie
enough times. Still, he learned from Forrest Gump to
avoid taking himself too seriously but nevertheless go
his own determined way without looking back.
Ma also knows that he’s often underestimated—and
that’s exactly what he wants. Although he’s an Internet
industry icon, he advertises his ignorance of technology
as if it were a badge of honor. He likes to tell people how
lousy he was in math, and he claims that one of his employees had to show him how to watch TV programs on
an iPad. “Intelligent people need someone dumb to lead
them” is how he describes his management philosophy.
A room full of scientists and engineers needs a farmer to
show the way, Ma likes to say.
The farmer analogy is another expression of Ma’s
modesty, however. Ma has in fact guided the growth of
his company in a sustainable and clever manner. Indeed,
the innovative websites operated by the Alibaba Group
now sell more merchandise than Walmart to more than
530 million regular customers. The company’s financial
division, Ant, is more valuable than the US investment
bank Goldman Sachs, according to analysts from CLSA
in Hong Kong.
Ma himself has now become a pop star and a patron
saint of the business world. Tom Cruise insisted on taking a selfie with Ma, and Barack Obama conducted a
public interview with him on topics related to economic
policy and ways to shape global economic development.

Barack Obama interviews Jack Ma
at the 2015 Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) Summit

During these interviews, the President of the United
States looked almost like an eager student of the Chinese
entrepreneur. Whenever Ma makes a public appearance,
he exudes a type of intensity that thrills and wins over
his audience. Shyness is a trait he seems to be incapable of. Even as a teenager he had no problem talking to
American tourists in his home town of Hangzhou in order to learn English. Back then, China was still a poor
country that was just opening itself up to the world—but
Ma had been enchanted with the English language ever
since the first time he heard it on the radio. Every day he
stood in front of the city’s only international hotel in the
early morning hours and offered to take hotel guests on
guided tours. He later studied English after having had
to wait two years for a university slot because of his poor
math grades.

An Internet company without Internet

During this time—in the mid-1980s—the Chinese reformer Deng Xiaoping had been encouraging a type of
entrepreneurial spirit that had never been seen before
in the country. Ma decided to open a translation agency. Then, while on a trip to the USA, he encountered the
World Wide Web for the first time—and once again the
excitement set in: “This is it!” he thought. The new
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“If I remain
myself, I
will stay
happy and
successful”
Jack Ma on the secret
of his success
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Company outing:
Jack Ma (left)
with employees
at the Great Wall
of China

firm he established offered Chinese companies services for setting up websites. Because Hangzhou was still
not connected to the Web at the time, he sent information
and photos for each of his customers by mail to a partner
company in the USA. The company then posted the material on the Internet. His customers were amazed when
they began receiving phone calls from interested parties
abroad just a few hours after the postings. Ma’s company was one of the first to set up an Internet connection
after the Web finally arrived in Hangzhou a year later.
Although his “China Yellow Pages” company failed after
coming into conflict with a state-owned firm, Ma was
nevertheless able to utilize the experience he had gained
to set up Alibaba.com. “It’s meant to be the ‘Open Sesame’ for the world market and the Chinese market” is
how he explained the choice of name at the time.
A video from 1999 shows how Ma used to motivate
his team in the early days. In the video, Ma, who didn’t
look much younger then than he does now, is wearing a
white shirt and standing in his living room surrounded
by his 18 employees, who are squeezed into patterned
chairs and a sofa. “Yahoo stock will fall, but eBay’s stock
will rise,” he says with his eyes flashing. Then comes the
prediction: “After that, Alibaba will rise to the top!”

“Six Vein Spirit Sword“
Ma’s spirit continues to permeate Alibaba headquarters in Hangzhou. The sprawling headquarters with its
large green spaces is more like a university campus than
a corporate center; this design is meant to foster communication among the workforce. Employees especially
appreciate the cafés on the ground floors of the buildings
there, where they can settle down to work with their
notebooks in a pleasant atmosphere outside the office.
Some employees also choose to work outside along the
shores of a lake at the site. Every one of the 20,000 employees here has a nickname that is used both online and
offline. The headquarters site also has organic groceries
and bikes for staff to use, and its library features a select
choice of books in various languages.
Ma himself reads a great deal. For example, a copy of
the Daodejing, a philosophical work more than a thousand years old attributed to Laozi, can always be found
on his desk. Among other things, Laozi encouraged
people to think outside the box and to focus in a playful
way on one single thing at a time—lessons that Ma has
internalized for himself. However, Ma uses a different
approach for naming company strategies and slogans—
he takes them from the Kung Fu novels he loves to read.
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18

employees worked
for Jack Ma in 1999.
They used his living
room for meetings

20,000
people were working
for Jack Ma in 2016.
They can work beside
a lake rather than in an
office if they want to
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E-commerce
The Digital Divide

Jack Ma (center)
at a party celebrating his company’s ten-year
anniversary

More and more people around the world are
making purchases online—including a growing proportion of consumer items. However,
there are huge differences between regions
here.
More and more purchases with smartphones.
Proportion of participants in a global survey who make frequent or occasional purchases online with a smartphone (in percent)

54%
54%

30%
2012
30%

2015

2012

Source: PwC

2015

Online purchases
worldwide have
doubled over the
last five years

More and more people
are purchasing online.
Proportion of participants in a global
survey who make purchases online every
week (in percent)

B2C, in US$ billions
2,143
2,143
1,058

39%

31%

1,058

39%

31%
2012

2012

2015

2012
Source: PwC

2012
2015
Source: eMarketer/
MarketingCharts

Online retailers
pray for good
results in front of a
portrait of Ma

2015
2015

Sales by country: China is the
global leader for online purchases
B2C, sales in US$ billions

538
483

Photography: PR, AFP/Getty Images, He Jiajie/Imaginechina/laif | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

China

For example, the best salesmen or women at Alibaba are
referred to as “Soldier Kings,” and the company’s mission statement has the title “Six Vein Spirit Sword.” Ma’s
nickname in the internal Alibaba network also comes
from a fictitious swordsman. In this sense, working at
Alibaba is something like being part of a fantasy game.
Ma’s next project involves fighting for free trade in
order to change the nature of globalization. During the
G20 summit of the world’s biggest economies in Hangzhou in September, Ma presented his views on the subject: “The problem with globalization up until now is that
it has really only benefited a few large corporations.”
Ma pointed out that free trade is unpopular because it’s
dominated by such corporations.
His solution is to expand direct cross-border online trade and sales as a means of ushering in an era of
“globalization for the middle class and small and medium-sized businesses.” Ma believes that this approach
would promote greater equality and thus prevent the
rise of demagogues. “War begins where trade ends,”
he says. Anyone else who proposed such a simple measure to fight inequality and demagogy would probably
be dismissed as out of touch—but Jack Ma is someone we
should listen to.

169

USA
95

UK
Germany
France

27

75
95

483

169

75

Russia 27
Source: Ecommerce Europe

Online purchases by region: Asia leads, Latin
America and Africa are far behind
Finn MayerKuckuk has been
a correspondent
in East Asia for
ten years. He
orders everything
online—including
fruit, toothpaste,
and mineral water.
He worked for the
Handelsblatt newspaper from 2004
to 2010; today he
writes primarily for
the Dumont Media
Group

B2C, share of global online retail sales (in percent)
Europa
26.9

29.2

26.9

29.2

North America

39.6
1.9
1.9

Source:
Ecommerce
Europe
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Latin
America

2.4

39.6

2.4
Africa and
Middle East

Asia-Pacific

538
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THE BENEFITS
OF SHARING
Cars, gardens, vacation apartments, food: We already
collectively use a lot of things. Are we heading for a future
without ownership, an economy based on collaborative
consumption?

Open 24/7: A neighborhood library in
a Berlin telephone
booth. People can
bring and remove
books as they please
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“The only thing
I buy is food,”
says the founder
of Leila, Nikolai
Wolfert

There’s not much room in the TelH78. There
was a time when this coin-operated phone
booth, painted in the distinctive bright yellow
of the German Bundespost, was used for making calls.
Now, however, a young couple squeezes into the confined space to browse the bookshelves mounted on the
rear wall. The woman removes a guide to the history of
philosophy—complete with a coffee stain on the back
cover—and replaces it with a well-thumbed volume by
Günter Grass.
Berlin’s smallest library is to be found on Mierendorffplatz in the Charlottenburg neighborhood. It is part of
the “BücherboXX” (book box) project, which puts decommissioned phone booths back into public service.
Residents can deposit books they have already read and,
in return, help themselves to the works on display. After
dark, light comes from small ceiling lamps powered by
solar cells on top of the booth. The library, which is free
of charge, is open 24/7. Instead of formal supervision,
project enthusiasts look by now and again to see that everything is in order. Berlin’s 17 book booths all rely on a
simple principle: sharing on the basis of trust.

Possession no longer matters

Certain basic economic ideas are being radically rethought. It’s no longer about ownership and consumption but rather an “Economy of Sharing”—the headline
with which Time magazine heralded a groundbreaking
movement back in 2010.

Why have your
own tools,
when you can
borrow them?

“I don’t
need a
drill; I
need a
hole in
the wall”
Rachel Botsman
The British-born,
Harvard-educated
author has written
the book What’s
Mine Is Yours
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That year also saw the launch of “Leila”—short for
“Leihladen,” a store where you borrow rather than
buy—in Berlin’s Prenzlauer Berg neighborhood. Leila has
grown steadily over the past six years. Each room is now
stacked to the ceiling with gardening gear, kid’s bikes,
irons, ventilator fans, board games, food processors, and
all kinds of odds and ends. It’s more like a warehouse
for a flea market than a proper store. To date, over 700
customers have registered for the service. In return for
a monthly payment of three euros, they can take what
they need from the stock of stuff and then bring it back
whenever.
“I don’t need a drill; I need a hole in the wall,” wrote
the British-born, Harvard-educated author Rachel
Botsman. Her book What’s Mine Is Yours has become
a standard work on collaborative consumption. She
calculates that, on average, a drill gets used for only

“If people
share, we
don’t have
to produce
as much”

Nikolai Wolfert
The founder of the
Leila borrow-not-buy
store sees himself
as part of a new
economic cycle

13 minutes during its entire lifetime. That’s a powerful
economic argument for the social benefits of sharing. In
Prenzlauer Berg, a neighborhood with a high proportion
of young families, drills are among the most popular
pieces of gear on loan from the Leila store.

Buying is often not the only option

“The only thing I buy is food,” says the founder of Leila,
Nikolai Wolfert. “If people would lend and borrow more,
rather than just buying new things, then we wouldn’t
have to produce as much. That saves energy and raw
materials, without reducing the quality of life.”
Alongside lending, swapping, and gifting, another
alternative is commercial rental. In almost every area
of everyday life, there are cheap alternatives to purchasing: cars, housing, office space, work equipment.
What’s more, in the age of the Internet and social media,

A shared gardening experience:
the Interkulturelle
Garten Rosenduft
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consumers participate in a market that is more transparent and accessible than ever before.
A new study by the Berlin Senate’s Business Department shows the dynamic development of this trend. Its
“Analysis of the Potential of the Share & Collaborative
Economy” covers 90 companies and other ventures. Of
these, 23 percent are generating revenues of between
5,000 and 100,000 euros, while the rest are operating
on a nonprofit, break-even basis. This nonprofit-oriented business model is infused with the energy of the
booming start-up economy. Their shared goal is to move
from “owned but not in use” to “not owned but in use.”

From Wimdu to Couchsurfing

Cities such as San Francisco, New York, and Seoul have
gone even further. They have given themselves the title of “Sharing City” and have long focused their infrastructure policy on the promotion of neighborhood
projects and business ventures in the sharing economy.
This takes the form of financial grants and, particularly,
the networking of projects designed to save resources
and preserve the urban environment. According to UN
forecasts, the world’s population is set to grow to nine
billion by the year 2050. Of that total, 70 percent will
live in cities.
The slogan of the Berlin Senate study is “From a divided to a sharing city.” Over 50 percent of these “sharing city” pioneers predict strong growth (of 10 percent
or more) for the coming years. Across Berlin there are
socially inspired initiatives involving sharing, gifting,
or swapping. This includes the food-sharing movement,
where food outlets and supermarkets gift food—which
would otherwise end up in the garbage can—to distribution points that dispense it the needy. At the same time
there has been an increase in companies that combine
the ethical principle of sharing with entrepreneurial
goals. Examples here include the property rental company Wimdu and the room-swap platform Couchsurfing, both of which are providing world market leader
Airbnb with stiff competition in Berlin.

For many people
carsharing is their
first taste of the
new economy: Now
they only want a car
when they need one

Photography: Annette Hauschild/Ostkreuz | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

The major automakers are sharing too

On the site of Berlin’s former Tempelhof Airport there is
now a colorful patchwork of small plots, each home to a
vegetable and herb garden. The Interkultureller Garten
Rosenduft is a similar project. Originally this provided refugees from the former Yugoslavia with a worthwhile pastime. Today it provides people from Germany
and around the world with an opportunity to garden
together in a new and flourishing spirit of neighborliness. There are now 40 such garden projects in Berlin.
In a similar trend, more and more people are teaming
up in the workplace, where ventures such as Thinkfarm
and Betahaus provide not only traditional office space
but also comprehensive co-working facilities that range
from shared network capacity to advice and support for
budding entrepreneurs.
For many people, flexible car rental in a city environment represents their first taste of the sharing economy.
In Germany at the start of 2016, there were 1.26 million
customers (up by 200,000 on the previous year) registered with around 150 providers in this sector. StattAuto, Germany’s first carsharing company, was set up in
Berlin in 1988. Today this visionary venture—under the
new name of “Greenwheels” and in partnership with
Volkswagen—operates throughout the whole of Germany. Meanwhile rival automakers Daimler (car2go)
and BMW (DriveNow) have followed with their own

Sharing
workspace
saves rental
costs for your
own office

Uwe Killing, a
journalist and
author, has sold
his car. He remains
mobile in Berlin,
however, thanks
to the widespread
availability of carsharing services

carsharing fleets. They too have recognized that a fall in
vehicle production need not mean a drop in revenues.
The sharing economy forces people and companies to
change—in this case, from a vehicle manufacturer to an
eco-conscious provider of mobility. Carsharing is even
more widespread in Switzerland, Austria, and Canada.
Harald Heinrichs, Professor of Sustainability and
Politics at the University of Lüneburg, says, “Alternative
forms of possession and consumption can meaningfully
complement an ownership-based economy and established patterns of consumption. One in every two Germans already has some experience of this.” However,
as he also explains, Germany lacks a clear social policy
in this field. A visit to the attractions of Berlin’s sharing economy can certainly highlight the benefits. Here,
for example, you can go to a library at 3:00 a.m. and
there find, by the pale light of an old telephone booth,
a long-sought-for edition of Alfred Döblin’s novel Berlin
Alexanderplatz.
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No Cash,
No Problem
Interview with Niklas Arvidsson

For many, doing away with bills and coins would be a nightmare. But in Sweden, where only one in five
purchases are paid for in cash, people are a lot more relaxed. Professor Niklas Arvidsson at the KTH Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm has investigated this phenomenon in his study “The Cashless Society”

Mr. Arvidsson, how do you go
about getting a whole society to
do without cash?
Niklas Arvidsson: It’s not something that
you can do overnight. Sweden, for example, didn’t suddenly decide to do away
with hard money. It just turned out that
way. The key requirement is for people to
trust in electronic payment systems.
Where does that trust come from?
NA: The state has to ensure that people’s
money and data will still be safe in the
event that payment systems crash. It’s
crucial that banks and service providers
assume responsibility for any usage or
system errors—whether such errors occur
by mistake because someone enters the
wrong number or whether they are the result of an economic crisis, over which the
general public has no influence. In time,
you can create the requisite trust.
Since when has there been competition
for cash in Sweden?
NA: Back in the 1980s, banks and big
retailers invested a lot in the infrastructure required for credit card payments.
And since the 1990s, people have also
been using it. In the following decade
there was a spate of cash robberies. Small
shops, banks in remote areas, taxi drivers, and bus drivers were particularly at
risk. The unions were particularly concerned about employee safety. There were
public-awareness campaigns, all with
the same message: cash always involves
the risk of robbery. The public transport
system became the first sector to do away
with cash as a means of payment. Today

you can either buy a ticket using a cell
phone app or top up your travel card at the
machine.

to your account in literally a few seconds.
You can’t really hand over cash any faster
than that.

Is everybody happy with that?
NA: Most of the under-60s, yes. Among
the older members of the population,
many are critical of the digital revolution.
And they’re the people who are most likely to cling to cash.

Was it an immediate success?
NA: No, Swish took some time to get
established. It was launched at the end of
2012 and was originally intended just for
direct cash transactions between private
individuals. The take-up was hesitant
for the first two years, but then more and
more shops started accepting Swish. Today around 4.5 million Swedes pay with it.

“People don’t need cash
any more—I even send
my kids their pocket
money via Swish”
Surely such a transition has to involve
and include everyone?
NA: Certainly, you have to ensure that everyone can participate in commercial life.
But that’s not simply a question of age. You
also have to find solutions for people who
are physically or mentally challenged, and
for those outside of society: people without a home or a job or a bank account, who
therefore can’t get a cell phone contract.
Cell phone technology has played a
crucial role here. Without it, apps such
as Swish and iZettle would have been
impossible.
NA: Absolutely. Swish, in particular, has
really taken hold in recent years. It works
just like cash, except that the actual sum,
whatever that might be, is handed over
electronically. The money’s transferred
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

That’s over half the population!
NA: Exactly. A huge success in such a short
time. Now you can pay almost anywhere
with Swish, so you don’t need any cash—
in large chain stores, at the local grocery
store, and at the flea market. I even send
my kids their pocket money via Swish.
Who’s behind this payment app?
NA: Swish was developed by all the
Swedish banks together with our country’s central bank. To use it, you need a
Swedish bank account and a Swedish cell
phone contract. So you have to be registered here.
Could Swish be adapted for other countries?
NA: Theoretically, yes. But you would need
to coordinate it with all of the country’s banks and its central bank. That’s
definitely easier in a small country like
Sweden. There’s also the fact that we have
the Swedish krona rather than the euro.
To introduce such an app in Germany,
for example, you’d first have to come to
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“When payment
systems all rest
upon a single
function, there’s
a big danger that
everything will
crash”

it. iZettle makes use of the established
credit cart system, which means it could
be applied internationally. Swish, on the
other hand, is an exclusively Swedish
system.
What do you make of the argument that
doing away with cash makes it easier to
The Economist
fight the drug trade, arms Arvidsson
trafficking,
has
and other types of crime? also worked
NA: I don’t think there’s any
asstraightfora business
consultant
ward answer to that. For my
study I also
consulted the police. It would certainly
make their job easier: Electronic payments leave a digital trail, which can be
followed. That doesn’t necessarily prevent
criminal actions, but it makes it easier to
track down the perpetrators. On the other
hand, the Internet provides a host of new
opportunities for criminal deeds.
What are the advantages of doing away
with cash?
NA: For one thing, cash is very expensive.
You have to produce it, put it into circulation, count it, bundle it, administer it,
store it, and guard it. Cash is a costly and
time-consuming form of payment. It takes
only a fraction of this effort to distribute
money in the form of digital information.
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The economist
Arvidsson has
also worked
as a business
consultant

an agreement with the European Central
Bank. And then you’d have to think about
whether it wouldn’t make more sense to
develop such a payment system for the
whole of the eurozone.
Which wouldn’t make things any easier…
NA: No, because that would mean having
to reach an agreement with all European
banks and all the central banks as well.
That’s not impossible, but much more
complicated than for us in Sweden.

What’s the difference between the
iZettle payment app and Swish?
NA: iZettle is interesting in two ways. By
means of a small add-on device—a kind
of dongle—I can, as a retailer, turn my cell
phone or tablet into a card-reader terminal and take cashless payments. And as
a customer, I can use my credit card in
places where I couldn’t before, such as the
market, the snack van, or the flea market.
Can everyone use iZettle?
NA: Oh yes, that’s the great thing about
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

And what are the disadvantages?
NA: When payment systems all rest upon
a single function, then there’s a big danger
that everything will crash as soon as this
function is no longer available. Imagine
a hacker attack or a power outage. But of
course the latter would also affect ATMs,
so even cash alone provides no cast-iron
guarantee.
Judy Born was born in Sweden and
is a fan of the money there, especially
the new 20-krona bill with its picture
of Pippi Longstocking, her storybook
heroine. She lives in Hamburg
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Virtual reality headsets are
generally expensive. However, VR
headsets made of
cardboard only
cost a few euros—
all you have to do
is insert a smartphone!

As Long As
It’s Something New
Really smart
Consumer opinions on
the greatest technological achievements of the
21st century:
45 % Smartphones
34 %	Navigation
systems
32 % Mobile Internet
21 % Wikipedia
15 % HDTV
Source: Statista/Die Welt

percent of all products
in supermarkets are
new—i.e. they have
been on the market for
less than a year

39

percent of new products disappear within
three months, however,
and 64 percent are gone
within two years. The
failure rate is particularly high for cosmetics
and household care
products, 70 percent of
which disappear from
the market after two
years
Source: GfK

30

months is the average
time a cell phone is used
before being replaced
by a more advanced
model. Televisions have
been transformed into
high-tech devices, so
they are now replaced
every four to six years,
as opposed to every ten
to 12 years in the past
Source: GfK

I Spy with My Little Eye
Put on the headset and you’re
on the beach: If you want to check
out your next vacation destination,
you can put on virtual reality goggles
to get there—with a 360-degree
all-round view and the ability to “walk
around” a little as well.
VR headsets pick up where
vacation catalogues leave off
by offering a realistic impression of
faraway places. However, virtual
reality also means that what you see is
programmed—i.e. it’s not really real.
Nevertheless, because it seems real,
the tourism industry plans to offer
previews of the vacation experience
right in the travel agency, or at home
via special apps.

VR is about more than escaping
into virtual worlds, despite what
companies such as Oculus, Sony, HTC,
and Samsung would have you believe.
The first “programmed realities” were
computer games such as “Doom 3.”
That’s why many people mistakenly
believe that VR is just a gimmick for
gamers. “Virtual reality will change the
way we live and work,” says Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg, whose
company has acquired the VR pioneer
Oculus. “The best is yet to come,”
Zuckerberg adds.
Audi is already heavily involved
in VR. The automaker’s engineers
now install components virtually prior
to actual assembly in order to identify

fab lab

Print It Out!
Objects become data
and data becomes
objects. The physical
world is becoming as
flexible as the digital
world: It can be copied,
altered, and reproduced
at will. 3D printing and
related technologies

are changing industrial
production. For example,
Siemens now prints
turbine components in
48 hours, thus reducing
waiting times by up to
five months and lowering costs by one third.
Engineers are no longer
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

potential problems before they occur.
Audi believes virtual reality saves time
and costs in the development process.
The company’s VR system consists
of projection surfaces on floors and
walls that display 3D images of vehicle
components. Audi engineers don 3D
headsets to test the assembly process.
The real estate sector is also now
starting to use VR, as the ability to
display apartments, offices, and homes
in VR headsets eliminates the need for
customers to view such properties in
person.

restricted by the milling
and stamping machines’
ability to transform
their ideas into reality.
Instead, 3D printers
enable shapes that were
previously impossible to
produce. This especially
benefits the mechanical
engineering sector, as
steel, aluminum, and
titanium are all printed
today. Private individuals

can also use 3D printing:
A “maker movement”
is now emerging in the
USA, in which people
print what they like or
need. Many cities have
workshops known as
FabLabs that provide
the (increasingly simple)
knowledge needed for
this. As a result, anyone
can now become a product designer.
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3 questions for

Tammo Boinowitz
“Cosmetics
thrives on passion
and science”

1

What do your
customers from
the cosmetics industry expect from
you?
Speed is definitely
key, as our customers
need to impress their
customers anew every day. Our slogan is
“Soul and Science of
Beauty,” by which we
mean the combination of technical expertise and the ability
to anticipate trends.
Purchasing behavior
is influenced by many
factors, including
age, fashion trends,
time of year, and
personal budgets.

2

That’s probably
true on a global
scale as well.
That’s correct. The
cosmetics industry
needs to meet very
different consumer
requirements from
country to country.
It therefore benefits
from the fact that
Evonik has labs in
all key markets. Our
new tattoo care
concept, for example,
was developed in a

Drones will offer
just one option for
parcel deliveries
in the future

lab in Brazil because
tattoos are much
more popular in Brazil than in Europe.

3

What role does
sustainability
play in your business?
A major role. Consumers want to have
a clear conscience
about using the cosmetics they choose.
That’s why tropical
oils in particular need
to come from sustainable sources. The
cosmetics market is
also heavily regulated. Our customers
are upgrading their
brands and they expect us to document
the ingredients we
use down to the last
detail so that they can
also precisely document the substances
they use for their
products.
Tammo Boinowitz
is Head of the Personal
Care Business Line at
Evonik

5%
is sufficient: The recycling of
aluminum requires only a fraction of the energy that would
otherwise be used to refine
bauxite into new aluminum.
Around 75 percent of all the
aluminum ever produced is still
in use, and most of it has been
recycled several times

INCOMING
PACKAGE
By land, underground, and in
the air: Companies around the
globe are testing
new automated
parcel delivery
solutions. Here’s
a “flyover”

Online retail sales
are booming—and
so are parcel deliveries. According to the
Federal Association
of Parcel and Express
Logistics Companies
in Germany, the
volume of parcel
deliveries in the
country increased by
5.9 percent in 2015,
to 2.95 billion parcels
and packages. That
figure stood at 1.95
billion in 2005. With
this growth in mind,
companies around the
world are testing new
ideas for automated
parcel deliveries.
Google, Walmart,
and Amazon are
looking to the skies
here, as all three companies are working on
drone solutions. DHL
is also in the mix: At
the beginning of this
year, the company
tested the third generation of its “Parcelcopter” by sending it on
a delivery to an alpine
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pasture 1,200 meters
high in Bavaria. It took
the machine eight
minutes to cover the
eight-kilometer route,
whereby loading and
unloading were both
fully automated. DHL
was so pleased with
the result that the
company now plans
to conduct long-term
testing of the Parcelcopter in urban areas.

Hermes Germany is
a little more “down
to earth” here. The
logistics provider is
conducting a pilot
project in Hamburg
until the end of
2016 that involves
parcel deliveries by
robots from Starship
Technologies. At the
moment, the robots
are still accompanied
by a human, but
plans call for them to
operate autonomously
in the future. They
will mostly stay on
the sidewalks and be
monitored by oper-

ators via computer.
Hermes plans to use
the robots to offer an
additional service. In
other words, they are
not meant to replace
human workers.

The Swiss association known as
Cargo sous terrain
is “thinking deeper”
here. The group wants
to build a 67-kilometer-long tunnel from
Härkingen/Nieder
bipp to Zürich in which
unmanned vehicles
would transport
goods and construction rubble back and
forth. The tunnel
ceiling would be used
to transport parcels.
After the financing
for the €3.2 billion
project is obtained and
everything is deemed
to function properly,
the tunnel would go
into operation in 2030
and make a major
contribution to easing
the burden on road
infrastructure.
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Upcycling is
nothing new: The
coal chemical
industry, for
example, has
always upcycled
waste in many
different ways
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CHEMISTRY IS
RECYCLING

Photography: Getty Images | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Everyone’s talking about ways to prevent or recycle waste—but that’s something the men
and women at Evonik do every day

Waste was invented by humans. After all, there
are no such things as landfills or final disposal
sites in nature. For billions of years, all life on
Earth was based on a continuous cycle of a few vital elements. Oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and water were used
and then reused. It was only when human beings came
on the scene that consumption began, and it’s now becoming increasingly clear that things cannot go on like
this forever. The good news is that there are solutions out
there, and most of them have to do with chemicals.
Indeed, the history of chemistry is a history of recycling—or even upcycling, a concept that originated in
the 1990s. The idea here is not to simply make something
out of waste but instead to make something better from
it. This notion is intrinsic to chemistry. Attempts to refine crude substances date all the way back to the Middle Ages, when chemistry was still called alchemy and
consisted of a rough mixture of superstition, mysticism,
and initial scientific knowledge. The big dream back
then was to turn worthless stones into gold. This never
happened, of course, but a new science did emerge—and
later an industry that was in fact able to discover new
applications for waste and by-products.
For example, when chemists began making coke
from hard coal, and, later on, coal gas for streetlights,
they ended up producing foul-smelling coal tar as a
by-product. Inventive chemists then used the coal tar to
make phenol, the base substance for Bakelite, which was
the first real plastic. The acetone that was left over was
in turn heated and used as a gasoline additive for a long

time—until chemists at Evonik refined it into the much
more valuable solvent known as isophorone. Today, isophorone is used as a base material for solvents, hardeners, and crosslinkers that make it possible to build ever
lighter and taller windmills that can therefore generate even greater amounts of electricity. From foul tar to
green electricity—only chemistry can accomplish such
a feat.
Such material flows have repeatedly led to the creation of new industries. It’s also no coincidence that
large numbers of petrochemical production plants in
particular are springing up in big chemical parks—for
example in Marl, which is one of Germany’s biggest industrial parks. Evonik processes C4, a waste product
from the petroleum industry, at facilities in Marl and
Antwerp within the framework of a unique production
network. The company refines C4 into higher-quality
intermediate products that are then further processed
in surrounding plants. Every last hydrocarbon molecule
is utilized here.

Making waste useful

Evonik’s catalyst business is a true recycling economy.
If not for catalysts, many chemical reactions in industry
could not be carried out at all, or at least not efficiently.
Although catalysts are not consumed in such reactions,
their effectiveness decreases over time. Some of the most
expensive and exotic metals, such as palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium, are used as catalysts. Depending
on customer requirements, Evonik might not even
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“Old tires
are still
incinerated, but
our goal is
to change
that”
Peter Hannen
from Evonik is studying ways to increase
the popularity of an
additive that enables
old tires to be used in
asphalt
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purchase such materials but instead rent them for a
certain period of time to produce tailor-made catalysts
for its customers. It then retrieves the catalysts after
they’ve been used, extracts the pure metals, and either
uses them again or returns them to the raw materials
market.
Although such cycles are very efficient within the
chemical industry, it’s difficult to establish something
similar beyond the plant gates—especially after the
products have done their service in consumer goods
dispersed around the world. As a specialty chemicals
company, Evonik does not sell in supermarkets. Instead, it supplies small but very refined ingredients for
products sold in the retail sector. These include additives that make paints scratchproof and glues extremely adhesive, and whose use in tires also reduces fuel
consumption. While such properties often determine
success or failure, Evonik’s physical contribution to the
associated final products is extremely small. “Our products therefore usually don’t have much of an influence
on disposal or recycling,” says Martin Kirchner, whose
Lifecycle Management Team in Process Technology at
Evonik continually studies the environmental and climate impact Group products have throughout their lifecycle. One thing they’ve discovered is that “the biggest
influence we have is in the usage phase, because we can
in fact do things that make final products more efficient
or longer-lasting. We really can make a big difference
here.” However, all of this doesn’t mean that Evonik has
nothing to do with recycling the final products.
VESTENAMER is a processing aid that enables an innovative recycling procedure for old tires. The tires can
be ground for use in blacktop mixtures for road construction. Such mixtures containing rubber have been
used in the USA for decades. Long-term studies in the
USA show that roads built with such mixtures last longer because the more flexible blacktop they result in is
less susceptible to cracks, potholes, and ruts. “Most old
tires are still incinerated in cement factories or end up
at landfills. This poses additional risks to health and the
environment,” says market developer Peter Hannen.
“Our goal is to change that.”
Evonik also develops new materials that combine
high-performance features and recyclability. For example, fiber-reinforced lightweight materials are used
in the automotive industry to help improve fuel economy and increase the range of electric vehicles. For a
long time, these fibers, which are impregnated with
artificial resin, could not be manufactured as quickly
as steel panels and also couldn’t be recycled nearly as
efficiently. The problem was that once the mixture of fiber and plastic had been hardened, it was virtually impossible to separate the two components. This has now
changed, however. “We’ve developed a hybrid material
for which the chemical hardening process can now be
switched on and off, as it were, by adjusting the temperature,” says Marcel Inhestern, a developer at Evonik.
“That speeds up the processing significantly, and it also
enables recycling.” Tests are now being conducted in
which the clippings that fall off during processing are
finely ground and then used as a type of carbon-reinforced spray adhesive for the further processing of components. Plans call for finished components as well to
be de-hardened and reshaped under heat in the future.
The people in Evonik’s biotech labs are even more
ingenious. Here, Evonik researchers have put bacteria
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Effective second
use: The use of old
tires in asphalt
makes blacktop
last longer

PLEXIGLAS®, SEPURAN®, and VESTENAMER® are registered trademarks of Evonik Industries AG or its subsidiaries.
They are indicated in capital letters throughout the text.

Better streets, better cars
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that feed on hydrogen and carbon dioxide to work. “This
gas mixture actually formed the Earth’s atmosphere billions of years ago; today it can be found as a by-product in the steel industry, for example,” says Thomas
Haas from Evonik’s strategic innovation unit, Creavis.
“Thanks to genetic reprogramming, the bacteria are now
able to manufacture valuable intermediate products for
us.” This has already been done with a intermediate for
PLEXIGLAS—and a lot more is on the way.

Closing more circles

PLEXIGLAS is one of the few products that just about everyone has heard of. It’s also the only product that Evonik
sells directly to private consumers. Most people know it
from its use in lamps, furniture, and terrace roofs. What
a lot of people don’t know is that PLEXIGLAS is extremely recyclable. When chopped up, it can be easily melted
and shaped back into sheets. Under certain conditions,
the material can also be chemically reverted back into
its own precursor, after which it can be distilled and reprocessed back into pure PLEXIGLAS. “The fact that this
is only done on a small scale today is due to a lack of systems for returning used materials to the market,” says
Volker Kerscher, who works with such processes.
This could change, now that the EU has introduced
an action plan for a recycling economy that calls for
manufacturers to take on extensive product responsibility that will incorporate them more closely into re-

cycling processes. Evonik and the European Chemical
Industry Council are currently examining ways to create structures that will ensure this plan can work. What
is clear is that new regulations will be introduced—and
ideally new business ideas for returning materials, and
recycling and upcycling them.
The extent to which this type of responsibility for
material flows already exists at Evonik is illustrated by
two areas of business that were previously unrelated:
amino acids and plastic membranes. Amino acids can
be used as an additive that precisely optimizes the nutrient content of feed for chickens, pigs, and cattle. As
a result, the animals process their food more effectively, less soy and fish meal have to be added to feed, and
less manure is produced—that’s good for the soil, the
rivers, and the climate. Evonik’s SEPURAN hollow fiber
membrane then comes in at the other end of the chain:
SEPURAN enables individual farmers to upgrade biogas
made from biomass and slurry on site in a simple and energy-efficient manner so that it can be fed into the gas
grid. The compact modular facilities for this have been
used successfully for quite some time now. In order to
develop this business even further, the Evonik Business
Lines responsible for amino acids and SEPURAN are increasingly joining forces under the label “Low Emission
Farming.” Here, the circle is really closed—and while
dung isn’t turned into gold, it’s at least transformed into
clean energy.

“The biggest
influence we
have is in
the product
usage phase”
Martin Kirchner
and his Life Cycle
Management Team
study the environmental impact of Group
products

16t

of materials are used
by every European per
year on average, according to a study conducted
by the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation. The numbers are falling, but 95
percent of material and
energy values are still
lost after first use. Only
five percent is recovered.

400

MILLION
tons of waste are
produced in Germany
each year. More than
half are produced by the
construction industry. Private households account
for 37 million tons—or
around 460 kilograms
per person and year.
Germany puts over nine
million tons in the bins
for organic waste and 13
million tons in those for
recyclable materials.

Holistic approach:
CO2 reductions
begin with animal
feed—but they
don’t end with
slurry

Tom Rademacher is
a freelance journalist
based in Cologne.
He mainly writes for
print magazines, so
he’s happy that more
than 70 percent of
used paper in Europe
is recycled
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The Medical Devices
Project House is
examining how good
3D-printed parts
actually are
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The medical sector is already
using biologically resorbable
plastics

3D-printed implants
might soon replace parts
of bones.

NOTHING
OFF THE PEG

Photography: Frank Preuss/Evonik (2), Evonik

In the 21st century, consumers are becoming less and less satisfied with mass-produced goods.
That’s not surprising, given that digital providers are already tailoring news, music, and services
to our personal preferences. New materials and production processes such as 3D printing are
also making this increasingly possible with tangible consumer goods and medical products

People are generally unwilling to lend an Aston
Martin DB5, and even less prepared to have it
blown up. In the 1964 James Bond flick Goldfinger, Sean Connery made the car a veritable legend,
which is now sold at auctions for millions of dollars. So
what do filmmakers do when the screenplay of a new
Bond movie requires a DB5 to be destroyed? They simply have a few seemingly genuine cars printed. This
was precisely what was done for Skyfall. The company
voxeljet from Friedberg, Germany, used a 3D printer to
produce genuine-looking components for no less than
three vehicles. Evonik Industries supplied the requisite
material—a fine white plastic powder that is generally
used to make artificial teeth.
In 3D printing, three-dimensional workpieces
are printed layer by layer instead of being cast as one
piece or cut from a block of material. Officially known
as “additive manufacturing,” 3D printing represents a
revolution in production. Printing makes it possible to
create new designs that were previously almost impossible to achieve. Moreover, producers no longer have to
laboriously create separate molds for every component.
Instead, individual pieces can be quickly and inexpensively produced directly from the computer model. The

interface between the digital and real worlds is very
tangible here. Mass production is turned into digital job
production. Mass and series production have dominated
industry for one and a half centuries. The more uniform
and mass-producible a product was, the less expensive
it was for industry to manufacture. “You can have any
color, as long as it’s black,” Henry Ford is supposed to
have said when he decided to greatly increase the output of his first assembly-line-produced car, the Model
T. However, industry has now distanced itself somewhat from this “one size fits all” approach, and few cars
are really bought “off the peg” nowadays. For example,
there are theoretically millions of possible combinations of BMW models, engines, transmissions, colors,
leather coverings, trims, and optional appointments.
Moreover, limited-edition models often contain many
3D-printed parts. For example, Rolls-Royce has stated
that it has used around 10,000 such parts in its Phantom
to date.

Meeting a need

Products become even more individualized when people use digital data and 3D printers to tailor even inexpensive consumer goods to their specific needs.
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“The
material
and the
process
must both
be right”
Andreas Karau
and his team from
the Medical Devices
Project House are
working on 3D-printed biodegradable
bone implants
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“The
aviation
industry
is one of
the main
driving
forces”

The surgical
replacement part
is created layer
by layer

Alexander Azzawi
from Evonik is working together with
printer manufacturers
to develop new solutions for industrial 3D
printing

HP Inc.
Formerly known as
Hewlett Packard, HP
is the major producer of conventional
printers and is now
promoting 3D printing.
In the Open Platform
Program, Evonik is
cooperating with HP
and supplying it with
optimized materials
for the HP Multi Jet
Fusion™ technology.

Ready for the wind tunnel

Evonik’s involvement in 3D printing is not limited to
this startup. Evonik products such as polyamide 12
(PA12) are among the most important 3D printing materials in existence. PA 12 is ideal for selective laser sintering, in which lasers melt a plastic powder bit by bit
until the desired component is finished. Because these
parts are very exact and durable copies, the process is
ideal for the production of cogwheels, mountings, and
insoles. Evonik manufactures PA 12 under the brand
names VESTAMID and VESTOSINT. The latter is a powder that is also especially produced for laser sintering.
Formula 1, meanwhile, is using light-cured plastics
from Evonik that are reinforced with nanoparticles

from the same company. The teams at Evonik print
models of rear spoilers in order to test them in a wind
tunnel. It’s further proof that 3D printing is now suitable not only for pretty showpieces but also for extremely durable products.
However, as a material supplier, Evonik knows not
only the possibilities of the comparatively young process, but also its limitations. “Until now, it’s often been
a balancing act between achieving sufficiently high
printing speeds and making the finished parts meet
the desired quality standards,” says Alexander Azzawi, who focuses on new printing methods at Evonik’s strategic innovation unit, Creavis. Together with
machine manufacturers, Azzawi is searching for new
solutions for materials. “The aviation industry is one of
the main driving forces here,” he says. “It needs tens of
thousands of different hooks and brackets for aircraft
interiors.” 3D printers produce flame-retardant plastic parts that are perfect for this purpose and are increasingly being used. This is good news for people like
Sylvia Monsheimer, who is globally responsible for the
business with all the products that Evonik’s High Performance Polymers Business Line supplies for 3D printing. High Performance Polymers is more involved in 3D
printing than any of the Group’s other business lines.
This is not only due to PA12, however. “Although about
80 percent of our products are still used for prototyping
and only 20 percent for series-production operations,
this ratio is now shifting,” says Monsheimer. One of the
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percent of companies
in Germany already
have experience with
3D printing, according
to an international survey conducted in 2016.
By contrast, only 16
percent of companies
surveyed in the USA
said that they have such
experience .

Selective laser sintering, or SLS, is one of
the most common 3D
printing processes, especially for very robust
parts. In this process, a
laser melts a powdery
material together
layer by layer. Besides
plastics such as PA 12,
metal and ceramics
are also used for this
process.

Photography: Frank Preuss/Evonik (2), Evonik

This is made possible by the startup Wiivv from the
USA/Canada, for example. This company enables customers to use a smartphone app to measure their feet.
A 3D printer then turns this data into customized insoles for sports shoes. According to the business magazine Forbes, the two founders of Wiivv were among
the world’s most influential innovators under the age
of 30 in 2016. In fact, one of them, Louis-Victor Jadavji
(whom everyone simply calls “LV”), was the youngest
person on the list, as he is only 22 years old. LV and his
business partner Shamil Hargovan seem to have met a
real need when they crowdfunded their starting capital
in record time—and did so with the help of big investors
such as Evonik Industries.
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reasons for this is that 3D printing opens up completely
new design possibilities. “Designers are now focusing
on bionic shapes, such as those found in nature,” she
says. “This reduces a product’s weight and the amount
of material it needs, and it was almost impossible to
achieve with conventional methods.”

RESOMER®, VESTAMID® and VESTOSINT® are registered trademarks of Evonik Industries
AG or its subsidiaries. They are indicated in capital letters throughout the text.

Nasal bones at the push of a button

The medical sector has high hopes for individualized
3D-printed products. Customized templates printed
from PA12 are helping surgeons to guide their drills and
saws with greater precision. Moreover, printed prostheses are helping people who have lost limbs. A great
example of this is the German cyclist Denise Schindler,
who had a leg amputated. Last spring, she showed off
her 3D-printed prosthesis to President Obama at Hannover Messe. At the 2016 Paralympics in Rio, she then
won a bronze and a silver medal in two disciplines. 3D
printing might make customized prostheses much less
expensive in the future. This is especially beneficial for
children, because their prostheses have to be frequently adjusted as the children grow. A team at the Medical
Devices Project House in Birmingham, Alabama (USA),
is developing printable implants. If an injury or a tumor operation causes a patient to lose part of a bone,
it could be replaced by a custom-made plastic implant
that would be produced on site. The material used for
this purpose is RESOMER, a plastic from Evonik that
is widely employed for surgical screws and depot formulations. What’s special about RESOMER is that it is
degraded by the patient’s body in a precisely defined
amount of time. In the future, it could therefore be used
to replace facial bones, such as the nasal bone. “The
bone would gradually grow over the implant and replace it piece by piece,” says Andreas Karau, who heads
the project house. “The plastic can also be mixed with
nutrients and active ingredients that promote bone
growth so that the healing process would be directly
enhanced.” However, there is still a long way to go before a marketable solution will be available. “However,
having the right material is not enough,” says Karau.
“The entire production process has to meet surgical
safety standards.” The ultimate aim is to create a system
that will enable every hospital to produce custom-fitted
implants on the basis of 3D scans.
It is this direct interface between the world of data
and that of real life that makes 3D printing spark people’s imaginations. Because almost every component is
already designed today as a digital 3D model, any object can theoretically be printed at the push of a button. “It will become really interesting once we turn
other types of data flows into products,” says Philipp
Tomuschat, who works on a team that is developing a
Group-wide digitization strategy. To this end, Evonik
has set up a big data lab so that it can better utilize huge
flows of data. However, the team doesn’t like to reveal
what kind of data this might be. “It’s almost like a gold
rush,” says Tomuschat. The only thing he’s willing to
reveal is that “more and more people are using sensors
to measure and document their lives—their sports activities, their eating habits, and how they sleep. The resulting data can tell users which shoe will let them run
faster, which cream might help them, which vitamins
really keep them healthy, and on which mattress they
can sleep better. As suppliers for the consumer goods
industry, we can develop new products in line with this
anonymous data and develop new business models.”

This would have far-reaching consequences—not only
for Evonik, but also for consumers. Will warehouses and
logistics systems be needed any more if every shoe and
every automotive component can be locally produced on
the basis of a digital design? Or will producers mainly
send data and materials that are then fed into 3D printers? Today, filmmakers print a model of an Aston Martin
DB5 so that they don’t have to blow up a real car. Tomorrow, car mechanics might print a carburetor instead of
ordering an actual part. And will people someday simply
print their own dream cars?
Tom Rademacher

A new mindset:
Design freedom
and flexibility
have to be learned

Ceramic, metal or
plastic powders
are used to print
complex parts
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Series:
“Milestones of
Chemistry”

POTASSIUM COMPOUNDS
Evonik has been producing potassium compounds such as potassium carbonate and potassium hydroxide
for over 100 years. Although the molecules have a simple chemistry, their applications are very diverse

O
K+
Structural
formula of
potassium
carbonate

K+
C

O-

O-

Potassium carbonate

is a feed additive for dairy cows. It is
used whenever great heat reduces the
cows’ milk output by causing an imbalance between the positively charged
potassium and sodium ions, on the
one hand, and the negatively charged
chloride and sulfur ions, on the other.
Other applications include the synthesis of herbicides and pesticides as well
as the production of cocoa and glass.

Intake of
potassium
via animal
feed

DISSOLUTION
OF FATS
1. Fat particles
adhere to the
surface

2. The lipophilic
ends of the soap
molecules enclose
the fat particle

You can find additional
milestones of chemistry at:
geschichte.evonik.de/sites/
geschichte/en/inventions

3. The hydrophilic ends extend
into the water,
enabling the fat
particle to be
removed
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a look back

A COW’S
DAILY LOSS OF
POTASSIUM
45 grams through perspiration
at ambient temperatures of
over 30 °C

O

K+

–
45 grams
through milk
production

O

159 grams
through excrement

The World’s
First Soap
Recipe

Structural
formula of
potassium
bicarbonate

C

The Sumerians created one of the
world’s first civilizations. This is
demonstrated, for example, by
a clay tablet from 2500 BC that
contains the world’s first soap
recipe, written in cuneiform script.
The Sumerians used oil and potash
to make soap. Potassium carbonate’s common name (potash)
arose from the fact that potassium
carbonate used to be made from
plant ashes that were rinsed in
water and subsequently steamed
in pots. This production method
demonstrated its wide range
of possibilities later on. Around
500 AD, for example, people used
potassium carbonate
and sour milk to
bleach wool and
linen fabrics out in
the sun. About 500
years later, potash
was also used to
make glass.

H
O

Potassium bicarbonate

is used, among other things, as a food
additive, as a leavening agent, and as an
acidity regulator. It is also used for the
synthesis of pharmaceutical active ingredients and as a residue-free biofungicide in
organic viticulture.

PLANT
PROTECTION

2. Application of
potassiumbicarbonate

3. Potassium bicarbonate dries out the
fungal cells

K+

OH-

Structural formula of
potassium hydroxide

Potassium hydroxide

is often used as an aqueous solution (caustic potash) and employed
to manufacture liquid soaps, for
example. Potassium soaps play an
important role as fat solvents in many
cleaning and hygiene products. It
is also used as fertilizer, in de-icing
agents, and for the production of the
essential amino acid methionine.

Chemistry is a chain of practically limitless possibilities.
This is also demonstrated by
Evonik’s caustic potash electrolysis plant in Lülsdorf. The facility uses
potassium hydroxide to create an aqueous
caustic potash solution that is used, among
other things, for making liquid soaps and
de-icing agents. When caustic potash is
mixed with carbon dioxide the result is a
compound with completely new properties:
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries
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1. Fungal
infestation
of a plant

Statue of a ruler:
The Sumerians
established
their civilization
in what is
today Iraq

potassium carbonate, also known as potash.
Potassium carbonate exists in the form of a
solution, a hydrate, a granulate, and a powder. Major buyers of this compound are the
pharmaceutical and agricultural sectors.
But they are by no means the only buyers of
potassium products from Lülsdorf. Thanks
to “double carbonization,” it’s also possible
to create potassium bicarbonate—a secondary product that is increasingly supplanting
sodium carbonate as a leavening agent.
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Greetings from the wall socket
Everyone talks about smart homes; journalist Marco Maas already lives in one. He has transformed his
Hamburg apartment into a test lab. From the power sockets to the bed, everything is smart, and many
things are networked. Maas is a pioneer who is already testing the way all of us will live in the future

Mr. Maas, does your apartment look like a
setting in a science fiction film? Does your
system resemble HAL, the omnipotent
computer from the film “2001: A Space
Odyssey”?
No, I live in a completely normal
65-square-meter apartment. The trick has
been to make all the technology invisible.
And as far as HAL is concerned, the devices
store my data, but there is no central unit
that controls everything. Instead, there are
four or five subsystems.

Do you actually know what happens with
all the data you produce every day?
About 600 MB of data flow out of my apartment every day and are saved on diverse
clouds of various providers—and ultimately I have no idea what happens to them
there. But I suspect that much of this data
is used for marketing research.

How many smart devices do you have in
your apartment?
More than 100, ranging from the
lighting to the heating controls, CO2
measuring devices, a smart bathroom
scale, a pad in my bed that monitors my sleep behavior, and a music
system.
Do you have any major appliances
such as a smart refrigerator or a smart
washing machine? Those are always
cited as prime examples of the Internet
of Things.
No, partly because today they are still
much too expensive. In addition they are
first-generation appliances that still have
some problems to iron out; in two or three
years they will be outdated. What I’m
looking forward to is smart dishes, such
as plates that tell me how many calories
my food contains and mugs that tell me
how much caffeine I’m consuming. Toilets
are another top market for innovations.
Being able to find out how much sugar I’m
excreting or whether I lack some substance
would be a lot more useful than knowing
the “best by” date on a carton of milk.
And how do you control this technology?
Many of my devices are controlled by voice
recognition, others only via smartphone.
The biggest problem you face when you
want to make your home intelligent is
compatibility. It’s extremely difficult to
integrate the systems of different manufacturers.
What about the security situation?
At the level of security, all the devices are
hair-raisingly bad. A small electric bulb
can be the gateway to a whole apartment.
That’s because the devices receive security
updates either very seldom or never—unlike a computer, for example.

In spite of all the conceivable risks,
the forecasts for the smart-home
market are impressive: Two thirds of
all Germans would like to have a smart
home, and according to expert reports,
as many as two million households will be
smart by 2020. Is this a realistic scenario?
I think it’s unlikely that people will buy
smart devices so soon on such a large
scale. For one thing, at the moment
these possibilities still appeal primarily to technofreaks. The devices
still have very little ability to learn.
They can barely manage to implement the simplest commands.
For another thing, they are still
very expensive. All the same, we
can already see some of the prices
declining. The first discount stores
are already offering smart electric
sockets, and the sockets will be followed by lamps and smoke detectors.
But it may take a long time before all of
these advancements can be used by my
grandma.
Interview: Marcus Müntefering
A smartphone for a
smart home:
That’s how
Marco Maas
manages his
home when
he’s on the
road
4  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

Marco Maas is the Managing Director of
OpenDataCity, an agency for data journalism: https://opendatacity.de

Photography: David Maupilé | Graphic: C3 Visual Lab

That’s not always desirable…
Exactly—not always, but in some cases it
might be. And that’s one reason why I’m
trying out as many things as possible—because now we still have time to ask questions and loudly draw people’s attention
to negative developments. It’s ultimately
a question of who holds data sovereignty. I should be able to decide for myself
things like whether the producer of my
speakers is allowed to analyze my data
or forward it to third parties.
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More and more cars are white. France has more than five
times as many repair companies as England. People’s eating and consumption habits vary widely between cultures,
and they are also changing in bizarre ways. In particular,
prices fluctuate, and the same product can be priced very
differently in different countries.
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Big Mac Index
The Big Mac Index has reflected the purchasing power of different currencies since 1986.
Because McDonald’s Big Mac is sold almost worldwide, its price in various countries
can be compared with that in the USA, for example. The result is an assessment of a
currency’s value in comparison to the US dollar. A rival concept is the Mini Mac Index,
which compares the prices of the iPad mini.
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Buy Nothing Day
The Buy Nothing Day is a day in late November when millions of people don’t
buy anything for 24 hours and instead reflect on their purchasing behavior and
on manufacturing conditions. The day is now held in more than 60 countries
worldwide. The Buy Nothing Day was established in 1992 by the Canadian artist
Ted Dave. The day was introduced to Germany in the late 1990s.
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Average net
hourly wage in

Total expenditure on private
consumption in Germany in 2013:
€ 1.57 trillion

Average monthly net
income per household
in 2013: €3,132.26
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HOW THE WORLD
OF CONSUMPTION
IS CHANGING
How much the average household in Germany spends on
various items per month.
By way of comparison, we also
provide some historical data
and data from other countries.
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“Life is better now
than at almost any time
in h
 istory.”
Angus Deaton, consumption researcher and winner of the 2015 Nobel Prize in economics

